The absence of computer-aided design systems with the choice of flow transducers (FT) for energy resource supply systems determines the relevance criteria developing for evaluating flow transducers effectiveness for liquids and gases. It is advisable to carry out FT optimization with flow bodies by determining rational forms and parameters of hydraulic channel and sensitive element (SE).
Introduction
The task of measuring transducers rational choice arises when creating modern effective systems for measuring liquids and gases flow and quantity. Such systems should provide flow registration with high metrological and operational performances. In addition, recently there is an urgent need to measure the fuel and energy resources and water (FERW) flow and quantity with their flow different dynamics.
This determines the need to develop criteria for transducers comparative evaluation taking into account operating conditions and measurement requirements.
Formulation of the problem
There are some requirements for modern FERW flow rate transducers (FT) such as the measurement accuracy improving, the achieving measurement results for maximum independence from changes in the measured medium parameters (density, viscosity, pressure, temperature, velocity profile and others), the minimum dependence of metrological performances on operating conditions, increasing reliability, repeatability, and improving dynamic qualities, extending the measurement range to low flow rates, linearity of the transformation characteristic, the improving instrument performance not only at normal conditions but also at extreme conditions (at very low or high temperatures and pressures, vibrations and other), the metrological base sufficiency and other [1] [2] [3] [4] .
These requirements variety has led to the development of a large number of different measurement methods and instruments based on them. Flow transducers with sensitive elements (SE) in the form of flow bodies in the measured medium flow are widely used to measure the FERW flow and its quantity. These instruments based on the methods of variable pressure drop, vortex, hydrodynamic and tachometric (impeller and turbine).
The need to choose the most appropriate instrument type and design from their wide variety is one of the main problems in organizing a system for FERW flow and quantity effective measurement. The practicability of choosing the FT type is considered at the angle of creating efficient measurement systems. The technological process of FERW supply requires regulation. Process control automation is an integral part of its operation efficiency increasing and reducing irrational FERW losses. Emergencies late identification and elimination causing FERW leaks due to insufficient control of the energy flows values lead to their significant losses.
Methods for determining the rational FT type for particular operating conditions today are not defined, despite the increasing prevalence of methods and instruments for measuring the FERW flow and quantity. Hence their exact mathematical models are missing. Works in this area are mainly devoted directly to the measurement principles, have approximate solutions for the flows interaction with primary transducers, and were obtained for cases of particular flows (laminar and turbulent), and do not take into account the hydrodynamic processes that occur in the interaction of fast-flowing and fast-variable flows with flow transducers moving elements [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Such a rather simplified description of the energy carriers flow rate measurement processes does not reflect the whole variety of phenomena that arise during the FT operation.
The absence of computer-aided design systems with the choice of FT for energy resource supply systems determines the relevance criteria developing for evaluating flow transducers effectiveness for liquids and gases.
It is advisable to carry out FT optimization with flow bodies (hydrodynamic and vortex) by determining rational forms and parameters of hydraulic channel and SE. At the same time main optimization calculations goal is to create an efficient instrument with enhanced metrological performances. This becomes possible by determining the design parameters optimal values; to create a measuring channel and SE with well-streamlined shapes that do not create significant head losses and do not complicate the manufacturing technology; by reducing FT sensitivity to the nonuniformity of the flow velocity profile at the inlet; with a decrease in the transition zone between the laminar and turbulent regimes due to the actual elimination of the fluid motion transient regime.
Hydrodynamic class flow transducers optimization criteria definition
The FT accuracy can be estimated depending on its purpose, operating conditions and the nature of the measured medium movement: а) from a probabilistic accuracy index (the mathematical expectation and variance of the static error); b) by dynamic error index (transient process duration, frequency transmission width, ratio of the useful signal to noise, dynamic error magnitude, etc.) [8] ; c) by generalized efficiency criterion [9, 10] (this criterion is based on the criteria for the interaction effectiveness of the measured medium flow with the transducer SE; this ensures high sensitivity of the system and measurement accuracy with minimal impact on the parameters of the measured medium).
The hydrodynamic type FT output signal is the deformation magnitude or SE deflection, caused by the action of hydrodynamic pressure forces on the measured medium. SE is an elastic design with a flowed body (FB) located in the stream. The hydrodynamic pressure forces value acting on the SE is a function of the measured flow local velocity, the shape and sizes of FB and the measured medium density. Flow local velocity is a velocity in the cross section of the measuring channel with the exception of the FB midship area.
On this basis, optimization task is reduced to determining values of the rational parameters of the hydraulic channel, FB and SE in general. One of the main requirements for the FT is the minimum pressure losses of the measured medium. Therefore, as an optimization criterion, it is advisable to take the criterion of a comprehensive assessment of the instrument influence on the measured medium while ensuring high sensitivity and measurement accuracy [10] ( )
ξ is the SE damping factor; ω is the SE free oscillation frequency; м u is the flow velocity in midship section; r is the measured medium density; x C is the SE drag coefficient; м S is the SE midship area; 0 S is the flow area before SE installation; D is the hydraulic channel diameter; y is the distance between body and flow axes; τ ЧЕ is the factor that takes into account SE shape influence on the change in the hydraulic channel cross section; m is the exponent factor [8] ; k is the flow velocity distribution nonuniformity coefficient over the flow section.
Thus, the task for finding the minimum values of the function (1) is reduced to determining the optimal values of the damping factor ξ , the SE free oscillation frequency ω , the SE drag coefficient x C , the ratio of the areas of the SE mid-section м S and the flow section before the SE 0 S at particular measurement conditions.
The mathematical model analysis of the hydrodynamic class FT shows that the damping coefficient and the free oscillation frequency are functions of such design parameters [11] : the SE width in the pinching place (b); SE thickness (h); SE length (l) is the distance from FB center to pinch line; FB diameter (d); the SE material elasticity modulus. The SE drag coefficient x C and the ratio of the areas of the SE midship section м S and the flow section before the SE 0 S depend on the size and shape of the FB and SE in general ( fig. 1 ).
Fig. 1. Sensitive element
Considering the decisive influence of these design parameters on the hydrodynamic type transducer metrological performances, it is appropriate to select them as design parameters.
Interaction estimation of a non-uniform stream with various spatial configuration SE
Interaction estimation of the non-uniform stream with various spatial configurations SE and its influence on the main instrument performances were carried out for flow transducers. The SE of these transducers have different streamlined surfaces of different Gaussian curvature: zero (disk) (Fig. 2) , positive (cone) and negative (hollow hemisphere).
For the mentioned transducers numerical modeling was carried out for such conditions ( Measurement errors are determined depending on the angle of instrument spatial orientation on the technological network and the distance from the local hydraulic resistance.
The transducers investigations made in the presence at the technological network of various configurations hydraulic resistances.
The FT accuracy can be estimated by determining the non-conformity degree of the SE deformation, taking into account the cross section invariance. This deformation is caused by the action of the Grego model symmetric profile [12] and of the velocity head in the studied cross-section. The Grego symmetrical profile describes a developed turbulent flow in a pipeline with a circular cross section.
When assessing the flow asymmetry effect on the transducers accuracy, the velocity diagram was reconstructed in the input cross-section of the hydraulic resistance model geometry. This plot corresponds to the distribution that occurs when a stream passes a certain resistance at a particular distance from the initial cross-section.
Studies of the flow nonuniformities effect on the transducer operation were carried out by evaluating the measurement errors magnitude, the effect on the measured medium, and the efficiency coefficient values. The effect on the measured medium is characterized by pressure losses on the instrument. Efficiency coefficient comprehensively reflects measurement accuracy and effect on flow (1) .
The article presents the evaluation results of the flow asymmetry influence induced by the spatial knee on the operation of transducers with sensitive elements of various shapes.
When simulating the local resistances influence on the fluid flow hydrodynamic characteristics in each cross section of the hydraulic channel ( fig. 3) , the values of the velocity vectors projections along four axes (diametral chords) are obtained I-I (0-0); II-II (p/4p/4); III-III (p/2 -p/2); IV-IV (3p/4 -3p/4) ( fig. 4 ). 
. Diagram of velocity vectors projections in cross section
Based on the results of assessments of the flows nonuniformity degree, cross sections at distances of 9, 14, 19, 24, 30 and 50 nominal diameters from the input section were selected for the studies. The corresponding velocity profiles were fed to the models input.
Evaluation of the instrument operation qualitative and quantitative features, caused by the flow asymmetry, was carried out by numerical simulation, for each of the specified sections, for four cases of transducer spatial orientation relative to its vertical axis ( fig. 4 ). In this case, the rotation angle was counted clockwise with a resolution of / 4 p radians. At the same time, a complex criterion of efficiency ( fig. 5 ), measurement error ( fig. 6 ) and pressure loss ( fig. 7) were determined.
The results analysis shows the places of the transducer most appropriate placement in the technological network as relating to hydraulic resistance are clearly defined. A sharp increase in the efficiency coefficient is observed with a decrease in the error magnitude after the 27th cross-section.
The change in the instrument spatial orientation relative to the vertical axis makes it possible to achieve high measurement accuracy in cross sections along the process line with minimal impact on the flow. The instruments have the smallest error when oriented at an angle of 3 / 2 q = p radians relative to the vertical axis. At such transducer spatial orientation, the measurement errors for structures with flowed cone-type bodies and a bowl after the 25th cross-section do not exceed 0.1 %. In this case, the first measuring instrument has a smaller effect on the flow hydrodynamic characteristics.
Conclusions
The researches of hydrodynamic flow meters with sensitive elements of various spatial forms made it possible to draw the following conclusions. The measurement means with a cone-type flowed body directed apex towards the flow are the best at the conditions of minimum error and minimal effect on the measured medium.
Other classes of instruments are characterized by smaller values of the efficiency coefficient and measurements accuracy with large pressure losses. At the same time, an analysis of the study results of the generalized efficiency criterion dependence of a hydrodynamic type transducer on the degree of the cross section filling and the flowed body shape showed that the most optimal are sensitive elements with flowed bodies in the form of a hollow hemisphere and disk.
The obtained results make it possible to clearly determine the instrument installation place in the technological network at conditions of maximum accuracy and minimal impact on the measured medium. This allows to effectively use the transducers in the technological networks, taking into account the measurement organization specific conditions. There is no necessary to make straight pipeline sections before and after the instruments.
The formulated optimality criterion allows to evaluate the measuring transducers operation for fluid flow different modes in the measured flow rates wide range.
Further work will be aimed at evaluation the influence of local hydraulic resistances of various spatial orientations on the measuring instruments use effectiveness.
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